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Special Instructions
on Model 38
The general instructions found in this book
apply to Model 38 with the following exceptions:1. Model 38 is not equipped with dry batteries,
therefore all references in this book to dry batteries do not apply to this model.

Special attention is called to page 9, paragraph headed "HAND CRANKING."
To start the Model 38 with the hand crank, follow these instructions except pull up the regular ignition button (See picture on next
page.) The B button referred to in this paragraph will not be found on Model 38.
2. Page 36, "The Clutch", third paragraph.
Six coil springs are used on the Model 38 instead of one spring.
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Model 38

Instructions for Operation,
Maintenance and Repair

This book should be read carefully by every
car owner and the instructions followed.
A thorough understanding of the instructions given here will save you much
annoyance and unnecessary repair
bills. Do not attempt to take
the car apart in any way or
make any repairs without
consulting directions
given here.

OAKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
Pontiac, Michigan
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Part I.
OPERATION
DELIVERY

When there is an Oakland representative in the town where you live,
your new ear will he delivered to you with its tanks and radiator full,
and all ready to run. The representative will also probably give you
your first lesson in driving the ear and point out to you the principal
parts that will require immediate attention or lubrication. With his
help you will have no dilliculty in getting started right, and a good start
is half the race.
On the other hand, if your location is such that you receive the car
by freight and take il over directly from the railroad company, the following instructions will be found very helpful in unloading the car and
getting it ready to run.
The manner of loading and shipping the automobile will differ somewhat with the railroad and the kind of freight ear available, but where
the car is delivered directly to the owner by freight, it will probably
occupy an entire box car by itself. In this ease the freight car should
he "spotted" opposite a loading platform at the height of the car floor.
Hefore accepting the shipment from the railroad company it is well
to see that the seal on the car door has not been broken or the contents
tampered with. In any event take the number of the seal and the number and initials of the freight car for future reference in case anything
should be missing.
When the car is opened the automobile will be found standing with
its wheels blocked up to prevent any movement in transit and at the
same time to prevent injuring the tires. Remove the blocks and carefully pull all nails that may he left slicking in the ear floor before attempting to remove the automobile.

UNLOADING

Automobiles are always shipped with the emergency brakes set up
hard, and before attempting to move the ear they must be relensed.
Press the button on top of the right hand lever in the center of the
front compartment of the car, and shove it as far forward as it will go.
If the brakes have lieen set so long that they stick and the ear appears
hard to move, a tap on the lever located just in front of the rear axle
underneath the car will usually loosen them effectively.
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In getting the automobile out of the freight car considerable backing
and turning will be necessary and great care should be exercised to
prevent scratching the varnish or bending the fenders.

FILLING THE RADIATOR

In shipping automobiles the railroads require that all gasoline be
removed, and in cold weather the radiator is also drained to prevent any
danger of freezing during shipment. The next thing to do, therefore,
will he to remove the radiator cap and see that the radiator is tilled with
clean water. Soft water is best if available and clean.

ANTIFREEZE

If the car is received in cold weather and there is any danger of the
water freezing, fill the radiator with "antifreeze," which is half clear
water and half denatured alcohol, with 4 to 6 ounces of glycerine added
to prevent the alcohol evaporating. This solution will not freeze at any
temperature less than 20 degrees below zero but. it does not cool the
motor as well as pure water and should be replaced by water as soon as
the weather gets warm enough.

FILLING FUEL TANK

The gasoline tank is slung below the frame at the extreme rear of
the car and the tiller cap is right on top where it. can be easily reached.
To fill the tank, unscrew the filler cap and insert a large funnel which
has had a piece of dry chamois fitted into it. The chamois makes an
effective filter which not only removes the particles of dust and dirt from
the fuel, but separates any water from the gasoline as well. The tank
will hold about 15 gallons of gasoline.

CONNECTING BATTERIES

When the car is shipped the terminals of both the batteries are disconnected to prevent them from short circuiting in transit. The storage
battery is located directly under the front seat. See that each of the
lead straps is connected to a terminal on each cell, and that the cables
are securely fastened to the two end terminals.
In connecting the storage battery, be careful to connect ground cable
—or the cable which is connected directly to the frame of the car—last,
and when disconnecting battery, disconnect ground cable first. This
will prevent shock and possible burning of terminals.
The dry battery will be found under the front seat on the left hand
side. See that each of the cells is connected to its neighbor, and that
the terminal wires are connected to the end cells.
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Driving compartment showing cowl board and controls
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INSPECTING OIL LEVEL

Hefore the ear leaves the factory all grease cups and other lubricating devices are supposed to be Idled and a certain amount of oil left in
the crank case of the motor. To make sure there is enough oil to insure
propel' lubrication of the motor, remove small plug on the right side of
the lower half of the crank case. If the oil flows from the opening, the
motor has enough.
If not, remove knurled cap from crank case oil tiller located on left
hand upper side of crank case between timing gear case and cylinders
and add oil until same appears from opening on side of crank case
from which you have previously removed plug. Don't forget to replace
plug when you have put enough oil in. It might also be well to examine
all grease cups to see that none have been lost or overlooked and left
dry. Their location is shown in the lubricating charts, Figures -1 and 5.

OPERATING LICENSE

111 most states a license is required before a motor car can be driven
on the public streets, and it might be well to remind the new owner
here that he should have either a license or a permit from the local
police before attempting to drive his car.
After making sure that both the storage and dry batteries are con
uected; that the radiator and gasoline tank have been filled; that, there
is enough oil in the crank case, and that your car is provided with a
legal license tag. you are ready to start your motor.

STARTING THE MOTOR

Since the gasoline tank is lower than carburetor, it is necessary to
use means to raise the gasoline into the carburetor. This is accomplished automatically by the vacuum system located on the motor side
of the dash. A few turns of the motor serves to draw a supply of gasoline into the carburetor.
Take your position in the driver's seat behind the steering wheel.
See that the gear shift lever stands in neutral position—see Figure ::.
Set spark and throttle levers on steering wheel in positions shown in
Figure 2. Pull up button on dash switch marked M.
With the right foot, press firmly and sharply on the starting pedal,
located in toe board—see Figure 1. This throws the electric motor
in mesh with the gear teeth of the gasoline motor By-wheel and "spins"
the motor.

PRIMING THE MOTOR

If the motor does not start at once, pull the strangle! - button up
which is on the cowl board—see Figure 1. Tins button closes the air
intake of the carburetor and momentarily gives a rich mixture which
should fire easily. This action is analogous to priming the motor ami
no other priming is necessary.
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If the motor fails to start within the first thirty seconds after completing the above operations, release the starting lever immediately and
investigate. Never hold the starting level' down for more than a
THROTTLE
/%7/P/V
LEVER
minute
at a time, as the starting
eurroA/
motor takes a large amount of
current and letting it run for any
length of time is very hard on the
storage battery. If the motor has
compression, spark and gasoline,
it will start on the first few
turns, even in the coldest
'SR4RA
LEVER
weather. When it fails to start,
it is a sure sign that something
Figure 2
is wrong and a prompt investiSteering Wheel with spark and throt- gation should be made.
tle levers in starting position

RUNNING POSITIONS

As soon as the motor starts close the throttle lever on the steering
wheel until the motor runs slowly and evenly, and advance the spark
by moving the spark lever about two-thirds of the way up the quadrant.
This is the ordinary running position of the spark and throttle controls
and by using the fool accelerator for driving, the levers can be loft in
this position for all ordinary roads.

HAND CRANKING

If for any reason the storage battery should be run down, or the
starting mechanism not. in working order, the motor may still be started
by hand cranking. To crank by hand set spark and throttle levers as in
Figure 2, see that gear lever is in neutral or vertical position, and pull
up "I'.-' button. Remove the nickeled cap from the starting crank shaft
by turning it to the left and drawing it straight olT. Attach the hand
crank that will lie found in the tool box, and turn the motor over by
pulling up sharply on the crank until the motor starts.
Never try to start a motor by pushing down on the starting crank as a
back tire may break your wrist or arm.

STARTING THE CAR

To start the car select a level road, preferably one which has but
little traffic on if. With the motor running slowly and evenly take your
seat behind the steering wheel, grasping the wheel firmly with the left
hand. With the right hand release the emergency brake lever and push
it as far forward as it will go.
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Place the left foot on the clutch pedal and press down easily. With
the right hand, shift the gear lever first to right and then f o r w a r d see Figure 3. Always shift gear lever with a firm, sharp motion but do
not jerk or jam it.

FIRST SPEED

Figure 3
Gear shift lever showing positions for
different speeds

The gear.sot is now in the first
or low speed position. Now
slowly and gently release the
pressure of the left foot on the
clutch pedal, and at the same
time press down gently with the
right foot on the accelerator pedal
to gradually increase the speed
of the motor. As the clutch
takes hold the car will slowly
start to move forward. Continue
to press down on the accelerator
pedal until the ear gains some
headway before attempting to
change into second speed.

SECOND SPEED

When the car has gained good headway, quickly disengage the
clutch, at the same time releasing the pressure on the accelerator
pedal to prevent the motor racing, and with a quick firm movement,
shift the gear lever back to neutral then to left and then back as far
as it will go. Engage the clutch again immediately but not too suddenly,
at the same time accelerating the motor. The ear is now in second or
intermediate speed.

HIGH SPEED

Again accelerate the motor until the car is moving forward at a
brisk gait, then, operating the clutch and accelerator pedal as before,
quickly shift the gear lever straight forward as far as it will go. Engage clutch and accelerate motor as above. The car is now in third or
high speed which is the normal driving position. The speed of the car
should now be governed entirely by the use of the accelerator pedal.
The hand throttle on the steering wheel may be used if desired, but
as the right hand is used for shifting the gears, the foot will generally
be found the more convenient for operating the throttle.
NOTE—In shifting from a lower to a higher gear, as in getting under
way, it is important that the speed of the car be accelerated just before
making the change, so that the two gears which are to be meshed to
gether will be running at approximately the same speed. The proper
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handling of the clutch pedal aud foot accelerator so as to make the
motor "pick up" its load easily and at the same time prevent it racing
when the clutch is released, requires considerable practice, but experience is the only teacher in this case, and the driver soon "gets the hang
of it,"
Always let the clutch pedal come back gradually and steadily.
.Never remove your foot suddenly, as this will let the clutch in with a
jerk and throw an enormous strain on the entire driving mechanism.

SHIFTING GEARS

In shifting gears from one speed to another, the motions should be
made firmly and without hesitation. See diagram, Figure 3, for the
different positions. If the gears fail to mesh exactly the first time
don't continue to pull or push on the lever as this only grinds away the
teeth. It is better to release the pressure for a moment and immediately make another attempt as tins will give the gears a chance to shift
their relative positions.

SHIFTING DOWN

Shifting from a higher to a lower gear or "shifting down" is accomplished in exactly the same way as shifting up—i. e., by releasing the
clutch, moving the gear lever quickly to the proper position, and reengaging the clutch.

USE OF LOW SPEEDS

ordinarily the car is always driven in "high" or third speed, and
first and second speeds are used only for starting, but occasionally a
steep hill or a muddy or sandy road will be encountered which requires
more power, and since it is for this purpose that the low speeds have
been provided, the driver should not hesitate to use them.

STEERING

Steering is a matter of practice more than anything else. Go slow at
first. Don't try to turn corners too sharply or too fast. Always slow
down or stop before crossing railroad or street car tracks. In a short
while you will "get the feel" of your car and then you will handle the
steering wheel unconsciously, so that you can give all your attention to
the road.

KEEP COOL

Don't let yourself get nervous or excited. Always remember that
you control every move of the car and that it cannot do anything with
out your aid. If in doubt about anything, stop and start over again.
Remember that you have plently of time. Don't take chances.
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WATCH THE ROAD

Jn driving, loiini to keep your eyes on the road 100 to .'!00 feet ahead
of the car, depending on the speed at which you are running. Never try
to watch the road just ahead of the wheels, for you would not have
lime to avoid a bump or stone if one should appear at that range. By
watching the road some distance ahead, you always have time to prepare for anything that may turn up.

HANDLING THE SPARK

Proper handling of the spark control lever calls for the exercise of
considerable judgment. A good rule is to keep the lever advanced just
as far as possible without causing the motor to knock. Keep moving
the lever np until you hear a slight metallic knock in the motor, and
then push it back half an inch or so until the knock disappears. As the
car slows down in ascending a hill or negotiating a rough road, keep
retarding the spark until the motor runs smoothly and without knocking.
Never allow the motor to run for any length of time with the spark
retarded, as such practice only consumes an abnormal amount of gasoline
and has a tendency to overheat the motor.

STOPPING THE CAR

To stop tin; car, lirst slow the motor down by removing the foot from
the accelerator pedal. Then release the clutch by pushing it in with
the left foot. If the car retains too much headway, apply the service
brake by gradually pressing down on the right pedal. After the car
has come to a stop, and while still holding the clutch out with the left
foot, shift the gear lever into neutral, or the center position. Then you
can remove your foot from the clutch pedal.

REVERSING

To reverse the motion of the car, first come to a full stop, release
the clutch and shift the gear lever info the right backward position as
shown in the diagram, Figure :;. Engage the clutch gently and
accelerate the motor as before.
CAUTION—Never attempt to reverse the motion of the car before it
has come to a dead stop. The car cannot travel in two directions at once,
and something serious may happen if this is attempted.

EMERGENCY STOPS

If for any reason it should become necessary to stop the car suddenly, press both pedals and at the same time pull back on the
emergency brake lever at the right of the gear shift lever. The car
should never be stopped suddenly except in an emergency, as such stopping is extremely hard on the tires and strains the entire mechanism.
A good rule is to use the brakes and clutch as little as possible and
endeavor to control the car with the throttle.
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STOPPING THE MOTOR

To stop the motor, push the ignition switch on the dash in, and at
the same time open the hand throttle to the starting position. Tins will
allow the motor to take in a full charge of gas before coming to rest,
and leave it ready to start easily the next time. Also move the spark
lever back to the starting position, and set the emergency brake before
leaving the car.
Never leave the car with the motor running as this is a useless waste
of gasoline, and there is always the chance of children or others throwing it into gear. With the electric starter to do your cranking, there
is no excuse for letting the motor run.

RULES OF THE ROAD

Every driver of a motor car should understand and obey the rules of
the road. Briefly stated they are as follows:
1. When meeting a vehicle going in the opposite direction, turn out
to the right.
2. When passing a vehicle going in the same direction, turn out to
the left.
3. In turning a corner to the right, keep as close as possible to the
right hand ditch or curb.
I. In turning a corner to the left, always continue on past the
center of the intersection of the two roads or streets before making the
turn.
5. In stopping the car, always stop at the right hand curb.

USING THE LIGHTS

All Oakland cars are provided with two headlights, a rear and dash
light operated by switch located on dash. There is also a "dimmerswitch for reducing the amount of light furnished by headlights when
required. See Figure 2.
When leaving the car standing at the curb, the headlights should
be dimmed, and tail light left on. It is dangerous to leave car standing
in the street without lights, as some one may run into it and either
get hurt or damage the car.
Do not leave the car standing at the curb for any length of time with
the headlights burning full, as they require a large amount of current
and if left on for a long time they may run the storage battery down.

SPEEDING

Don't try any speeding. Drive slowly at first and be sure that you
have learned to handle your car properly under all conditions of road
and traffic before attempting any high speed. Fifteen miles an hour
is plenty fast enough for the new driver.
While driving, glance occasionally at the oil sight feed on the dash
to make sure that, the oil is flowing freely and regularly. Make a habit
of looking at this every time you start the car.
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Part II

MAINTENANCE

To keep your ear constantly in the best of condition and insure
yourself against delays and possible accidents on the road, you will find
it to your advantage to give the mechanical parts of the car a slight
amount of attention from time to time. A good system Is to make a
brief inspection of all the vital parts of the car every morning before
taking it out of the garage. Such an inspection takes a surprisingly
small amount of time once you get used to it, and generally reveals the
loose nut or holt in time to prevent possible breakage or accident.
In the following pages of this book you will find described and illustrated the different parts of your car. and the manner in which they
should be adjusted to secure the best results in operation. A careful
study of the text should make you competent to intelligently handle
all minor adjustments and repairs and save you many trips to the shop.
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LUBRICATION

In caring for your car, the first thing to receive your consideration
should be the lubrication of the various parts of the mechanism.
Wherever two parts move in contact with each other, constant and
thorough lubrication is required. With proper lubrication the parts will
run for years and show but little sign of wear. But once let them run
dry, even for a few hours, and they are liable to be ruined.
The more important parts of the car. such as the motor, gearset and
rear axle, are provided with automatic systems of lubrication, so that
aside from adding fresh oil from time to time, they require practically
no attention. Other parts which do not require such a constant supply
of lubricant have been provided with oil wells and grease cups, and
these must be filled or turned down periodically to make sure that the
parts are always supplied.
The location of the various oil holes and grease cups will lie found
on the accompanying charts, together with the kind of lubricant required.
As long as the oil can be seen flowing through the sight feed on the
dash, the motor will be lubricated.

ROUTINE

As an aid in taking care of the lubrication oi the various parts of the
car, the following routine has been developed, and we suggest that the
owner or driver follow out some such system in making a brief daily
inspection. This will soon become a habit and it will require only a
minute or two each morning to make sure that everything is in proper
order.

EVERY MONTH

Give grease cup on starting gear half a turn to the right.
Give grease cups on front and rear spring bolts a turn each.
Give grease cups on king bolts of steering knuckles each a turn.
Give grease cups on tie rod bearings a turn each. There is one enp
at each end of tie rod.
Raise front floor board and give grease cup on clutch release shaft
a turn.
Kaise left side of hood and remove pipe plug in steering gear housing. Fill housing with grease.
Apply a small amount of grease to forward and rear sockets of steeling gear drag link.
Take out plug on left side of transmission and fill with oil f<> level
of plug hole.
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ltemove pipe plug on right side of differential housing and fill with
heavy oil until level with opening.
The liming gears should he lubricated with heavy oil. Draw small
plug in lop of case on right hand side of motor and fill with pnough oil
to half cover the crank shaft gear.
The fan should be lubricated with motor oil. Take out knurled
cap in the top of fan bracket and fill the well.
Once each month the wheels should receive attention as follows:
Jack up front axle, and remove front hub caps by unscrewing them to
the left. Remove cotter pins and unscrew spindle nuts by turning the
left hand nut to right, and right hand nut to left. Notice that these
are right and left hand threads. Do uot get them mixed.
Slip off wheels and smear spindles and ball races with grease.
Replace wheels and tighten nuts until wheels have no perceptible
shake on spindles, but are loose enough to spin freely, and will stop with
the tire valves down. Replace cotter and hub caps.
Move car or jack up rear axle and turn wheels until oilers in rear
hubs appear on top. Apply oil by pushing in top of oiler with end of
oil can spout.
About once a month the Delco generator will also require a slight
amount of lubrication and cleaning. For proper method of attending
to this see explanation in Delco instruction book.
Three or four times a year, all the old oil should be drained out of
the crank case of the motor, the transmission, and the rear axle, and
these parts washed out thoroughly with kerosene, before being filled
again with clean oil. After a period of constant use, the oil will "burn"
or wear away, leaving a dirty black residue which has little or no
lubricating qualities, and unless this worn out oil is removed at intervals, it will work into the gears and bearings and prevent the good oil
from getting to them.

ONCE EACH YEAR

At least once every year the ear should receive a thorough overhauling, at which time the motor, clutch, transmission, steering gear and
axles should be taken apart and all the old oil and grease washed out
with gasoline or kerosene. All joints and housings should then be repacked before re-assembling.
The directions given here refer to the average car being driven at
the average rate. If your car is doing more than the average amount
of traveling it will take proportionally more lubrication. Before starting on a long tour or a hard trip it is wise to pay special attention to the
condition and lubrication of the various parts.
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KINDS OF LUBRICANT

Note that only three different grades of lubricants are used, so that
the Oakland owner is only required to provide himself with a supply
of cylinder oil, heavy oil and cup grease to cover every requirement of
his car.
Where cylinder oil is called for, great care should be used to select
the lM'st oil possible, free from grit and other foreign substance. An oil
which is high in viscosity having a high flash point will lubricate the
best. Never use a cheap oil on your ear, as it is sure to cause more
trouble than it will save expense. When touring, it is well to carry
an extra gallon can of oil in your tool box.
Never use a steam cylinder oil, or anything but a pure mineral oil
in your motor, as vegetable oils contain acids which will decompose at
the high temperatures, and attack the metal parts of the mechanism.
A copper oil can is provided with your car and you will find this convenient for applying oil to oil holes and other parts requiring a small
amount of oil at a time. For the motor, transmission and differential,
a small funnel will prove useful.
Where instructions call for cup grease, use a fairly heavy grade of
non-fluid oil, hard oil, or vaseline. In winter this can be thinned out by
mixing with a little cylinder oil.
Grease cups should be refilled immediately as soon as they have been
turned down as far as they will go. Unscrew the cap and fill it with the
grease, then replace.
Don't use too much oil. Enough is just right and any more will
simply run out of the bearings and collect grease and dirt on other parts
of the car.
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THE POWER PLANT

The power plant of an automobile is the most imiHirlant part of the
mechanism. Its function is to develop the necessary power for driving
the car and to deliver it to the transmission system which in turn
transmits it to the road wheels where it is finally converted into motion
of the vehicle.
The power plant is made up of several parts, each of which is more
or less independent of the others, but all of which must function perfectly together to develop the power. These parts are as follows:
The Motor
The Lubricating System
The Fuel System
The Ignition System
The Cooling System
The Exhaust System
The motor is the machine which turns the pressure of the exploding
gases into rotary motion of the crank shaft.
The lubricating system supplies oil for the different parts of the
motor automatically, varying the amount to agree with the speed at
which the motor may be working.
The fuel system takes the raw gasoline from the fuel tank, vaporizes
it, mixes it with the proper proportion of air and sends it to the motor
in sufficient quantity for the work the motor is doing.
The ignition system develops the electric current, "steps it up" or
raises its voltage sufficiently to make it jump the spark gaps with a
hot flame, and then distributes it to the spark plugs in the proper order
and at the proper time to explode the fuel just as the motor is ready
for the new impulse.
The cooling system carries away the excess heat developed by the
explosions in the cylinders of the motor, and diffuses it to the surround
ing atmosphere.
The exhaust system takes the waste products of combustion from
the motor and muffles the noise of the explosions.
Thus the several parts of the power plant act in conjunction with
each other to make the operation of the motor entirely automatic and
self sustaining as long as it is supplied with fuel, oil and electric current for ignition. Rut should the functions of any part lie interrupted
the motor will promptly stop.
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THE MOTOR

The crank shaft is the "backbone" <>f the motor, and to It all other
[tarts of the machine are related. It runs in bearings, which are all contained in the upper half of the crank case. To the crank shaft are connected the connecting rods, which on their upper ends carry the pistons
hinged lo them by the wrist pins. These pistons move up and down in
the cylinders and are each fitted with nine rings around their upper
circumference, which makes them fit the cylinder bores very closely and
prevents the gases from leaking past them.
On its front end the crank shaft carries a spiral gear which meshes
with the cam shaft gear, and beyond that a starting ratchet; on the
rear end is a flange to which is bolted the fly wheel. The fly wheel has
gear teeth cut around its forward edge to mesh witli the small gear on
the D e h o generator or starting motor.
The crank shaft runs in bearings in the upper crank case which is
bolted to the frame. Breather ports are provided in the valve covers on
the left side of motor to relieve any pressure which might accumulate in
the crank case.
The cylinders are cast en bloc and around the upper portion there
is a double wall or "water jacket," through which the cooling water is
circulated. The cylinder head is a separate casting, bolted to the cylinders, there being a gasket between to make a tight tit.
The valve passages are located in the upper left hand side of cylinder casting, while the spark plugs are inserted in the head directly over
the intake valves.
The valves are ground on their edges to fit the seats in the cylinder
casting and when closed are held against their seats by springs. One
valve in each cylinder opens into intake manifold and the other into the
exhaust manifold.
The valves are operated by push rods or tappets which rest close to
the valve stems. Within the crank case the valve tappets have an
enlarged end which runs on a cam. As the cam turns around the tappet rises and falls, thus opening and closing the valves.
The cams which actuate the valves are all carried on a shaft enclosed
in the crank case and known as the cam shaft, Figure 9. The cam shaft
is geared to the crank shaft of the motor by means of the large spiral
gear in front, and runs at one-half the speed of the crank shaft.
Another gear meshes with the crank shaft gear through the intermediary of an idler gear, and with its shaft drives the water pump and
the Delco generator mounted on right hand side of motor.
A fan is held in place by an adjustable bracket on the timing gear
cover which is driven by a flat belt from the pulley on water pump shaft.
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The tension of fun belt is adjusted by revolving fan bracket in either
direction after loosening lock nut at lower end of bracket.
The oil pump is located in connection with the oil reservoir on the
left side of crank case at forward end. The pump is gear driven from
the cam shaft.
Figure 9 is a photograph of a motor which has been partly cut open
showing the interior construction and the arrangement of the parts.

HOW THE MOTOR WORKS

The power of the motor is, of course, produced by burning or "exploding" charges of gas in the cylinders above the pistons, which, in expanding, force the pistons down and so act to turn the crank shaft. But in
the four cycle engine, of which the Oakland motor is an example, it
takes four strokes of the piston, or two complete revolutions of the crank
shaft, for each explosion or working stroke in any one cylinder.
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As the piston starts down on the first stroke of the cycle the inlet
valve is opened. The motion of the piston tends to create a vacuum in
the cylinder and this sucks in a charge of gas from the carburetor
through the intake valve.
When the piston has reached the bottom of its stroke and starts back,
the intake valve closes and the piston compresses the gas it has taken in,
into the space at the top of the cylinder.
Just before the piston reaches the end of its upward stroke, the gas
is exploded by an electric spark which occurs at the points of the spark
plug. The explosion creates a large amount of heat and pressure which
pushes the piston down during the next or working stroke and turns the
crank shaft.
On the return upward stroke of the piston, the exhaust valve is
opened and the piston pushes the remaining burnt gas out of the cylinder, leaving it empty and ready for the beginning of a new cycle.
It will be noticed from the above that only one stroke out of the four
is a working stroke for each cylinder, but as there are four cylinders to
each engine, the crank shaft really receives two impulses every revolution.

TIMING THE VALVES

If, for any reason it should become necessary to remove the cam
shaft or crank shaft from the motor, care must be taken in replacing
them to see that they are in the right relation to one another or the
valves will be out of time.
When replacing the crank shaft set the tooth on the cam shaft gear
which has a single punch mark in the space on the crank shaft gear
marked to correspond.

TIMING THE IGNITION

We do not advise the average owner to attempt the removal of the
cam shaft, as this is more properly a repair shop job and there is nothing connected with it that will ordinarily need adjustment. But if either
the cam shaft or the pump shaft is removed it will be necessary to
retime the ignition.
To time the spark, set the piston in cylinders Nos. 1 and 4 on the
upper dead center. This can be done by turning fly-wheel until the line
marked "1 & 4" is visible in center of hole cut in upper part of fly-wheel
case and covered by a removable plate. Now, pistons 1 and 4 are at
their highest points in their cylinders, or upper dead center. Remove
dust cover at the left side of front cylinders, exposing valve stems and
tappets. Note carefully if the inlet and exhaust valves of No. 1 cylinder
are both closed. If not, turn crank shaft through one complete revolution to dead center again.
After making sure that you have piston in No. I cylinder on upper
dead center before the working stroke, set the spark lever on the steering
wheel at full retard.
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With the spark lever on the steering wheel iu the closed or "retarded*'
position, remove the cover of the Delco distributor which carries the
spark plug cables, and the distributor disc just uuder it. This should
expose the breaker mechanism to view. The cam on the vertical shaft
should now be just leaving the breaker point. If not, looseu screw in
breaker shaft and turn cam. Then tighten screw. Replace distributor
disc and note that the contact button on the brass strip is just beginning to make contact with No. 1 terminal.
This is the firing position for cylinder No. 1, and all the other cylinders should fire in order if the cables have not been disturbed. If they
have, attach them to fire the cylinders, lieginning with the one next the
radiator, in the following order: 1, 3, 4, 2.
Note:—The firing order of the six cylinder motor is 1, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4,
and will be found marked on the inlet manifold.

GRINDING VALVES

To grind the valves of the motor, first remove cylinder head, by
loosening its retaining bolts, exposing valves. Next, remove the two
covers at the left side of cylinders, exposing valve stems and tappets,
liy removing the spring pressure on lower end of valve, the valve stem
"I!" shaped washer may be taken out; this will release the valve spring
cup and the spring itself, while the valve may be pushed up and removed
through the top of cylinder.
Plug up the cylinder openings to prevent any of grinding material
or dirt from entering the cylinder, where it would be certain to cause
serious damage.
Now lift the valve from its seat and after carefully cleaning off all
carbon or dirt, smear the chamfered edge of the valve with a little
oniery flour mixed with oil, or with one of the valve grinding compounds
now on the market. Replace the valve and with an oscillating motion
turn the valve back and forth on its seat. Don't turn too loug In one
place but keep continually lifting the valve from its seat and replacing
it in another position to thoroughly distribute the abrasive material.
I >oii't put too much pressure on the valve.
Remove the valve and wipe it clean frequently, and as soon as the
valve and valve seat both show a bright ring all the way around, stop
the grinding. Re careful to clean out all traces of the abrasive material
with gasoline before replacing the valve.
While the valve is out, take a look at the valve stem and be sure
to clean it of all carbon or grit.
Valves should be ground about once for every thousand miles the car
travels, but a compression leak should be investigated at once as
soon as it occurs.

ADJUSTING TAPPETS

After grinding the valves it will usually be found necessary to rendjust the valve tappets to compensate for wear on the valve seat. To
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adjust the tappets, looseu the lock uut ou adjusting screw, turn the
crank shaft over until the valve is completely closed and the tappet has
its greatest amount of play.
Now insert a fairly heavy piece ol* paper or very light card between
the tappet and the end of the valve stem and adjust tappet by turning
the upper nut until the paper can just be withdrawn without tearing.
This should leave a clearance of about 5-1000 of an inch which is sufficient to offset the expansion of the tappet rods without causing undue
noise in the valve action. Fix the adjustment by tightening the lower
or lock nut on the tappet, being careful not to disturb the upper one.

REMOVING CARBON

If you have been using too much lubricating oil or oil of a poor grade,
or if you have been running on too rich a mixture, a hard black coating
nf carbon will form over the interior of the combustion space and on the
head of the piston. This carbon deposit frequently retains the heat
until it becomes incandescent and ignites the charges before the piston
has finished the compression stroke, resulting in a bad knocking noise
in the motor and perhaps overheating.
To remove the knock it is necessary to clean out the carbon and this
can be most easily accomplished when grinding the valves. Scrape
carbon from the combustion chambers in the cylinder head and from
piston heads before replacing the cylinder head. Use care so that small
particles of carbon do not lodge between the valves and their seats.
Some motorists guard against the formation of carbon by introducing two or three spoonfuls of kerosene into each cylinder while the
engine is still warm, and allowing it to stand over night. This will
frequently loosen up the carbon so that it will be blown out the exhaust
valve when the motor is started the next day. Don't use too much kerosene or you will thin out the lubricating oil and probably cause a piston
to overheat and stick the next time you start the motor. The kerosene
can l»e introduced into the motor by unscrewing the spark plugs.

ADJUSTING BEARINGS

If, after a long period of severe service your motor should develop
a sharp metallic knock, audible every revolution of the crank shaft,
and removing the carbon from the cylinders does not seem to help it, you
will probably find that one of the connecting rod bearings has worn
loose.
To get at the connecting rod bearings it is necessary to remove the
lower half of the crank case, after carefully draining out the oil through
the drain plug at the bottom. Turn the crank shaft over until the cranks
lie in a nearly horizontal position. Now have some one oscillate the
crank shaft sharply back and forth while you hold your hand first on
one bearing and then nnother. The loose one will quickly become
apparent.
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To tighten, remove cotter pins and nuts from the bolts and drop the
•np. See Figure 10. This will expose the shims which fit between the
two halves of the l>oaring. Note that the journal is bright and free from
scratches or shows no other indications id' a lack of lubrication.

Figure 10
Bottom view of crank case showing crank shaft
Remove one single thin shim on each side, replace remaining shims
and cap, tightening up as much as possible with an ordinary wrench. If
the knock is gone fasten the nuts with the cotters. If a knock is still
apparent repeat the operation as above. Never remove more than one
shim on each side at a time.

FITTING PISTON RINGS

The steel piston rings now used on all Oakland pistons cannot be
inserted by expanding them over the head of the piston, as was the case
with the cast iron rings. If this is attempted, the steel rings will be
bent and ruined.
To insert the steel rings, lay each ring flat on the head of the piston.
Take hold of one end and press it downward until it slips into the
lirst groove, with the other hand turn the ring around with a screwing
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motion toward the entering end. The ring will then thread itself into
the groove with very little trouble, and without any danger of being
kinked or expanded.
To remove the rings, reverse the operation by starting one end out
of the groove and turning out by
screwing around the piston. If
necessary use a pointed tool to
lift the end out of the groove in
starting, but be careful not to
bend the ring.
When several rings are to be
put on a piston, the bottom one
must be threaded down through
all the grooves first, until in
place. Then follow with the others. The last ring to fill the
groove is usually the most difficult to get in place, but this can
easily
be accomplished if care is
Figure 11
taken
to
see that the end enters
Fitting piston rings
the groove to its full depth and
is held there during the threading operation.
In handling rings, be careful not to dent or mar them with tools as
the material is very soft and if ring is bent or marred, it is useless.

KEEP YOUR MOTOR CLEAN

Nothing will add more to the appearance of your car when the hood
is raised than a clean motor, and by keeping the motor clean you prevent the dust and dirt which gather on it from working into the bearings and adjustments where it may cause trouble.
Clean the motor with a soft cloth or piece of waste moistened with a
little gasoline. A stiff brush will be found handy to get into the difficult
corners. Never squirt or spray gasoline over your motor to clean it
as this proceeding removes all the lubricating oil as well as the dirt.
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